A decade of RNAi screening: too much hay and very few needles

RNAi screening is arguably the fastest growing field with the premise to better understand gene function at the genome level. It has been hailed as the second genomics wave, and in combination with the human genome-sequencing projects, would constitute the holy grail of modern genetics.

Despite more than a decade of trials and tribulations, RNAi screening today finds itself surrounded more by controversy questioning breakthrough discoveries of gene(s) allegedly identified through this random process than success and celebration, at a time where there is a critical need for novel gene targets to fight disease.

A noble technology enters the race to fight disease

In 1995, Guo and Kemphues successfully implemented an anti-sense RNA-based knockdown of par-1 in C elegans, perhaps the lining foundations towards revolutionising functional genomics research. Three years later, Fire and Mello specifically reported on double-stranded RNA molecules triggering suppression of gene expression at the mRNA level; a process later coined RNA interference (RNAi); a riveting discovery for which Fire and Mello were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2006 for the potential RNAi held. The discovery of RNAi opened the door to functional genomics screens to elucidate novel gene functions and pathways at an unprecedented rate since 2000. RNAi and a vast new world of tiny regulatory RNA molecules have profoundly changed the way we think about gene regulation. It is also worth noting here that since the early stage of development of RNAi screening technologies, the occurrence of unintended off-target effect (OTE) has been pointed out as a problem that causes inherent rates of false positives, but has been largely ignored.

In 2001, Mattick referred to the non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) as the architects of the eukaryotic complexity, and indeed so since 98% of the transcriptome is constituted of ncRNAs acting as modulators of gene expression. To date, at least 2,208 ncRNA families are known, most significant of the families are ~22 nucleotide (nt) long microRNAs (miRNAs), which target ~60% of the genome. The ncRNAs are drawing attention not only in terms of maintenance of biological functions but have also been shown to play a role in repertoire of diseases including cancer. These
observations indicate a complex endogenous RNAi in action that tightly orchestrates cell fate. On the other hand, even though all efforts have been concentrated on studying the residual 1-2% of the proteome, the exact number of genes in the genome remains elusive\(^9,10\). In addition, constant updates in gene records pose further challenges in defining the human genome set targeted and studied extensively to elucidate gene function; bringing into question the target versus the targeted. Progress in RNAi technologies has opened avenues to elicit gene silencing via introduction of exogenous small interfering RNA (siRNA) duplex, plasmid-vector-based short hairpin RNA (shRNA) hairpins, miRNA mimics or endoribonuclease-prepared siRNA ( esiRNA) duplexes (Figure 1). Exogenous RNAi duplexes, based on their sequence homology with the intracellular mRNA molecules, are believed to enable silencing of specific genes amidst this tightly regulated intracellular system. This begs the question as to whether a level of selectivity in knocking down a target gene can be achieved without altering the existing intracellular equilibrium. Furthermore, is the observed perturbation specific or merely an outcome of synergy and non-specific knockdowns within the cell; thus, totally independent of the intended gene target? These questions remain unanswered.

Traditionally, high throughput screening methodologies have been associated with screening chemicals, and have evolved over a course of several decades through advances in synthetic chemistry, high density plate formats, instrumentation, automation and informatics tools to perform, acquire and manage screening data output. In a relatively short period of time, the RNAi screening industrialisation phase was complete as it borrowed nearly all concepts from the well-established chemical screening operations without a solid validation as to RNAi screening input and data output in terms of both quality assurance as to the assay, and quality control as to the screen performance, raw data analysis and ultimately ‘active gene’ nomination. This has resulted in many RNAi screens in mammalian cells conducted in various fields to study various biological processes, such as stem cell biology, signal transductions, RNA metabolism, immunity, host-pathogen interactions, predictive biomarker and responder population of both existing and novel drugs, and so on\(^11-17\). Based on a very recent survey, ~580 publications have been reported in the literature to date (Figure 2). But the novel gene targets, if any, that these RNAi screens discovered should outweigh all the efforts and investments made in the technology thus far.
A decade long of trials and tribulations: any targets at the finish line?
The classical methods of studying gene function were limited to mutagenesis and knockout animal models, homologous recombination, anti-sense DNA technologies and microarrays; all of which were time consuming, labour-intensive and cost prohibitive\textsuperscript{18,19}. The introduction of the RNAi technology quickly surpassed these traditional practices enabling investigators to undertake genome-wide systematic and simultaneous gene knockdowns within much shorter timeframes resulting in a record of ~580 publications reporting a plethora of promising therapeutic gene targets (Figure 2). The vast majority of them used either siRNA duplexes or shRNA hairpins and vary with regards to library coverage from focused up to genome scale. As for the screening formats, both arrayed/singles as well as pooled formats were employed using a repertoire of assay readouts, and with a prominence of loss-of-function screens. Equally intriguing is the variety of hit nomination data analysis methodologies applied with up to 33 different methods used\textsuperscript{20}. With such a gigantic undertaking to help fight disease through identifying novel gene targets for drug discovery; the dreaded question of how many novel and useful therapeutic targets have been obtained from this random screening and entered the discovery process is worth asking. The unfortunate answer is simply none thus far (Table 1). On reviewing published reports, it became obvious that on average an RNAi screen would yield anywhere from hundreds to thousands of gene hits\textsuperscript{21-31}; understandably, a painstaking task to attempt to validate each one of them. Ironically, what is emerging is an intriguing ‘funnel’ which magically narrows down the gene list from a large number to a single gene target that is deemed high value, validated and ready for prime time therapeutic discovery. Among these many gene targets reported in high impact journals, only a handful were further studied, few clearly refuted and none have been translated into therapeutic interventions as the final outcome (Table 1).

STK33, one of these high value gene targets published in 2009, fell prey to validation scrutiny due to its failure to confirm in independent validations by others\textsuperscript{30,32-34}. It was identified as a promising target for KRAS-dependent cancers by Scholl from an arrayed shRNA hairpin screen conducted using a focused TRC library in NOMO-1 cells\textsuperscript{30}. Noticeably, it was totally absent from the list of published hits corresponding to the screens performed by others\textsuperscript{29,31}, who happen to be colleagues from the same affiliation and using the same RNAi library. In 2011, a group from Amgen lead by Babij refuted the claims made by Scholl and concluded that STK33 is not an essential gene target in KRAS dependent cancers\textsuperscript{33}. In an effort to restore the original claims and protect the technology, Luo, from the same affiliation as Scholl, attempted to validate the role of STK33 in two KRAS-mutated cell lines (NOMO-1 and SKM-1) by inhibiting its activity using specific kinase inhibitors; surprisingly, their results led to no definitive conclusions with regards to the STK33 involvement in KRAS-dependent cancers\textsuperscript{34}, and was well in line with the Amgen’s group conclusions\textsuperscript{33}. TBK1 was also reported by Barbie and co-workers as another high value gene target for KRAS-dependent cancers resulting from an arrayed shRNA screen using the same library and performed against 19 cell lines including NOMO-1 cells\textsuperscript{31}. Using a similar approach, Scholl from the same group also published its screening results using the same NOMO-1 cell line, but TBK1 was surprisingly absent\textsuperscript{30}. Additionally, another discrepancy was found in genome-wide screens reported by Cheung from the same group using the
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Table 1: List of representative gene targets identified from random RNAi screening with no therapeutic outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNAi Technology</th>
<th>Screening Format</th>
<th>Gene Target</th>
<th>Therapeutic Area</th>
<th>Further Validation</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrayed</td>
<td>siRNA</td>
<td>STK33</td>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refuted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polled</td>
<td>shRNA</td>
<td>TBK1</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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same RNAi library but in a pooled format and performed against 102 cell lines including NOMO-1 cells; once again TBK1 was completely absent and so was STK33. More recently, an academic group from Vanderbilt University (USA) on a pursuit to independently validate TBK1 seems to refute the claims made by Barbie as to the essentiality of TBK1 in KRAS-dependent cancers. Another noticeable example would be PLK1, identified as a target for cancer therapy from RNAi screening efforts undertaken by five different groups and in different cancers. Such extensive tumour type coverage is suggestive of a more general association with cancer vulnerability. Its identification by RNAi screening methods does not make it a novel target, since it has been studied for more than a decade. Besides, PLK1 is also a routinely used positive control in various RNAi screens, alluding to perhaps its more generic role in cellular viability.

Remarkably, though very few, we did find some success where other independent research groups have pursued some of the gene targets. As an example, in 2006 Ngo and co-workers identified CARD11 from a loss of function RNAi screen in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). Dong and co-workers followed up this target by using somatic mutagenesis techniques and confirmed that CARD11 was indeed an NF-κB activator in DLBCL. Brass and co-workers identified IFITM proteins as potential targets in host cell infection inflected by influenza A virus H1N1, West Nile Virus, and Dengue Virus from a pooled siRNA screen. Subsequently, Bailey and co-workers were able to validate the role of one of the IFITM proteins, IFITM3, which was shown to reduce H1N1 infection in knockout mouse models. But the fact remains that there is a huge discrepancy in the volume of gene targets allegedly obtained by RNAi screens and the minimal number of targets progressing to independent validation. There must be a reason as to why this has been the outcome, and most likely the culprit may lie in the data analysis leading to hit nomination.

**RNAi screening, data analysis and fictitious hits**

In 2008, Brass reported on a genome-wide siRNA pooled screen in search of targets to combat HIV infection with a list of 281 genes. Konig published another pooled siRNA screen for factors involved in HIV infection and reported a list of 273 genes; with only 13 overlapping genes with those reported by Brass. Zhou reported performing a screen similar to Brass using similar cell line, screening technology and assay readout; and resulting in a list of 390 genes, a minimal overlap of 15 genes were in common with Brass and 10 genes in common with Zhou. A dismal overlap of only three genes, MED6, MED7 and RELA, were common to the three pooled siRNA screens. In another attempt to identify HIV host factors a year...
later, Yeung and co-workers employed a genome-wide shRNA pooled screen and reported a list of 252 genes\(^\text{49}\). In 2010, Rato and co-workers also conducted a pooled shRNA hairpin screen to study the same mechanism using a smaller set of 802 genes measuring reduction in viral expression and identified 14 novel genes, and with zero overlap with the four prior publications\(^\text{50}\). We also evaluated the data outputs from an additional shRNA hairpin screen conducted using a focused library constituted of 94 interferon stimulating genes (ISGs)\(^\text{51}\). Overall, six different RNAi screens to identify host factors for the same HIV virus resulted in zero commonality; such is the current state of RNAi screening – deplorable by any standards that the CCR5 receptor required for HIV infection of host cells could not have been identified (Figure 3). Is this hit discordance a common problem for random RNAi screening? To further shed some light as to the extent of this issue, we compared RNAi data outputs from 64 published gene lists from 30 publications reporting on essential genes for cellular viability\(^\text{52}\). Unfortunately, we came to the same conclusion as for the HIV screens, zero gene commonality across the board even for those essential ones\(^\text{52}\). We had postulated that a strong essential gene candidate identified in one screen should reproduce a consistent strong phenotype in others; irrespective of the RNAi technology used. Therefore the observations pertaining to zero overlaps at gene-level remain perplexing\(^\text{52}\).

PLK1 was reported as a hit among others by Luo and co-workers in their search for genes which would preferentially kill cells harbouring mutated KRAS\(^\text{27}\). Its nomination was based solely on one active hairpin ranking 118 out of the 379 selected actives. It was also found to be active in their secondary cell kill assay where its overall performance outplayed all other hairpins, an unusual result considering its ranking in the primary pooled screen and subsequent cell kill; and questions the merits of fold depletion as a readout in pooled shRNA screening versus cellular viability as a measure of gene essentiality – clearly no correlation between the two was observed as depicted in Figure 4. The activity of the same hairpin was missing from the cell kill assay against the HCT116 cell line harbouring KRAS mutation, though it was reported as active by the same group one year earlier\(^\text{53}\); a perplexing observation of hit discordance within the same research group\(^\text{27,53}\). Furthermore, a close examination of the raw fold change values for the active hairpins revealed an unexpected finding, where 31 shRNA hairpins yielded exactly the same numerical fold change across two independent
Pooled shRNA screens performed by the same group and at least one year apart (data not shown). Due to the inherent randomness of the process, the multiple integration of hairpins per cell and the inherent noise of the pooled screening approaches, it would be highly unlikely to obtain the same exact fold change activity, even if the screens were to be performed in parallel. Additionally, two genes, DHX8 and LOC149654, were reported as cell kill assay hits in Luo report27 but shRNA hairpins targeting them were not found among the identified actives in the screen to begin with; yet another perplexing observation this time, fictitious gene hits as a result of random RNAi screening.

The few examples described here concur with the misuse and abuse of the technology and begin to explain, in part, the lack of any breakthroughs with novel gene targets to fight disease – very few needles found thus far; it seems that desperation to publish calls for lower hit nomination standards. Moreover, close scrutiny of multiple RNAi screens reveals an important facet of the results, where the majority of the hits are associated by a maximum number of one active RNAi duplex and this could potentially be the reason for discrepancy of hits at inter-screen level. For example, 56% of the genes reported by Brass meet this criterion21, 93% in the case of the Luo report27, and 81% in the case of the Schlabach report53. It is also a fact that RNAi screening is abundant in false positives mediated by OTEs, which in some instances have been shown to populate the top ranking hits54. The restitute lies in the fact that RNAs is combinatorial in nature and quantification of maximal active duplexes targeting individual genes would serve as a robust measure to assess hit legitimacy. Recently, we reported on a simple comprehensive method and introduced the H score as a hit rate per gene and defined as the total number of active duplexes divided by the total number of duplexes per gene multiplied by 10055. This would help address the basic question of the quantitative bias towards cumulative activity relative to inactivity with regards to the targeting duplexes of a given gene, irrespective of the type of screening technology and nature of data output used. In the wake of the current outcry in terms of standardisation of RNAi data analysis practices, a straightforward statistic like the H score would be helpful in scoring for high confidence outcomes in random RNAi screens20,55-56.

Pooled ShRNA screening: a bridge to nowhere

In a recent comparative analysis of 30 RNAi lethality screens, we unexpectedly observed an unprecedented enrichment in hit genes obtained exclusively from pooled shRNA screening formats; 58% of the total hits were exclusively from pooled shRNA hairpin screens52. Clearly shRNA pooled screens, viewed by many researchers as cheap and quick, have become a reservoir of targets waiting judgment day. On the other hand, in some instances, the magical ‘funnel’ singles out one high value target from a shRNA hairpin screen, which is emphasised to hold therapeutic potential in curing disease. As an example, Brd4 was recently reported as the only strong hit from a random pooled shRNA hairpin screen57; in total contradiction to many of these types of screens where hundreds of hits were found and reported – describing perhaps the overall inherent issue of the pooled approaches. It is also rather perplexing that one gene target gets identified amidst a pooled shRNA screen which has a very high dynamic range and, therefore, a huge noise associated with it as depicted in Figure 5. Such variation in hits, quantitative as well as claimed qualitative, indeed emphasises a serious note of caution during hit nomination, more so in lethality screens raising suspicions as to whether a lethal phenotype is indeed indicative of a target’s essentiality in cell...
survival or is merely an outcome of random noise. However, if there were no small molecule inhibitors for Brd4 available, would this group have singled out Brd4 as the sole hit from their pooled shRNA screen? The most likely answer would have been no.

Despite technological advances in shRNA screening over the past decade\(^\text{58-60}\), it is a matter of serious concern that the issues of random noise and heterogeneity remain unaddressed. Perhaps it is because of the four key determinants of shRNA hairpin functionality which remain a black box: 1) Efficient delivery of DNA-based plasmid into the host cell; 2) Followed by its random and hopefully stable genomic integration; 3) Its successful transcription to yield pri-shRNA hairpin; and 4) Precise processing of pre-shRNA hairpin to yield a functional silencing duplex; in addition to producing a measurable degree of phenotypic perturbation as a result of knocking down the intended target. Gu and co-workers have recently provided the first experimental evidence in support of uncertainty associated with hairpin processing inside the cell; multiple oligonucleotide strands of varying lengths were obtained as cleavage products\(^\text{61}\). This evidence along with previous concerns over DICER-mediated specificity of hairpin cleavage is indicative of the inefficiencies in intracellular hairpin cleavage and subsequent origin of incognito OTEs in shRNA hairpin screens\(^\text{61-63}\).

Taking a step further, it also becomes critical to evaluate whether this differential hairpin processing is generic, cell line or technology specific. In a recent genome-wide shRNA hairpin lethality screen for genes essential in cellular viability\(^\text{28}\), PLK1 was expected to be an obvious strong hit. The screened TRC1 library contained 23 hairpins targeting PLK1, out of which 20 hairpins were deemed independently validated\(^\text{28}\), but only four hairpins scored as active and causing cell death. Similar trends with regards to validated hairpins were also observed in the case of several other known regulators of cell survival, like AURKA, and WEE1, to name a few\(^\text{28}\). Importantly, the cell lines used in screening and in the validation process of the hairpins are more often distinct. In another example provided by Boettcher and co-workers, variable hairpin activity in terms of knockdown efficiencies was observed in two different cell lines, albeit hairpins used here were designed based on the miR-30 backbone-derived shRNA technology\(^\text{64}\). Such findings are suggestive of a correlation between phenotypic perturbations produced by individual shRNA hairpins and the cell lines used; perhaps differential hairpin processing is indeed cell line specific, and we should take it into account when comparing shRNA results using different cell lines.

There are two additional aspects exclusive to the pooled shRNA screens, those of synergy and data deconvolution. A pool could be comprised of up to hundreds of thousands of hairpins, targeting a variety of genes collectively as opposed to a relatively controlled one-gene one-hairpin environment as is the case for arrayed formats. Variable transduction efficiencies lead to heterogeneous hairpin representation(s) per cell\(^\text{65}\), and the lack of definitive experimental checkpoints to control for these transactions leave considerable room to speculate zero to many hairpin integrations per individual cell. Also taking into consideration the intracellular equilibrium orchestrated by the endogenous RNAi (Figure 1), how can we ascertain that the observed phenotypic perturbation is attributed to a single target knockdown and not a synergy concerted by multiple distinct hairpins? As for data deconvolution, PCR amplification of the extracted genomic DNA is the primary step of the workflow and PCR amplification are prone to errors\(^\text{66}\), which serve as the first port of entry for noise post-screening. Moreover, the two commonly used technologies of hairpin retrieval, that of deep sequencing and microarray hybridisation, fall prey to sequencing errors, a second port of entry for the noise in the data output\(^\text{65}\); clearly additional experimental noise is introduced during data deconvolution of pooled shRNA hairpin screens. Therefore, it would be reasonable to question the merits of performing pooled shRNA screening, and the value proposition associated with the resulting hits, especially when their outcome is null (Table 1).

**Core concerns and considerations**

In recent years, serious and valid concerns about the gene targets identified through this random RNAi screening process have begun to emerge; thus it is not surprising that no outcome is in sight (Table 1) as one would have predicted based on the sheer enormity of the combined work leading to ~580 published RNAi screens. The first signs of trouble for the technology came about in 2008, when four independent research groups performed RNAi screens in order to identify novel host factors modulating HIV entry and replication; they published completely different gene target lists with zero overlap; not even the critical host receptor, CCR5, upon which the virus relies for successful entry into the host cell (see above). Protectors of this noble technology rushed in very quickly claiming difficulties in comparing results across these four screens\(^\text{25}\), but missed a golden
If this technology is to succeed and flourish, there is a daunting task in front of us to standardise the way we develop, execute and interpret RNAi screening data output; perhaps data transparency, open data sharing especially in terms of raw values, cross-screen comparisons based on these raw data outputs from different research groups, and the use of simple statistics like the H score to better nominate hits, would be an ideal starting point; in turn empowering the peer-review process to require stringent criteria for hit nomination to shape up the outcome of published gene lists; by rejecting any gene hit nominated based on one active out of three siRNA duplexes or one to two actives out of five shRNA hairpins – a hit must have an H score >60. This stringency would potentially help restore the much needed faith in this technology to withstand the test of time, in search of the elusive target(s) (Figure 6), and would set the stage for standardising the meaning of a hit nominated from random RNAi screening.

Concluding remarks
As the dust settles on these thousands of genes identified using random RNAi screening, one but wonders how many are indeed ‘legitimate’ to begin with, the data of which can easily be reproduced by others, and would prevail with a positive therapeutic outcome to fight global disease at a time where we are in very desperate need of novel targets for small molecule intervention. As noble a technology as RNAi may well be, it does not mean it is above scientific scrutiny, nor immune to artifacts and abuse, and some may even hold the view that it is simply a means to an end. We are cautiously optimistic that we will overcome its flaws through teaching, data transparency and stringent standards for hit nomination; as the novelty of its bells and whistles has begun to wear off.
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